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MARKETS
Three things…

S. Korea fell into recession in Q2, after its economy was hammered by
the steepest quarterly economic contraction since the 2008 Financial
Crisis. Q2 GDP shrank 3.3% (mkt -2.3%). This follows the 1.4%
contraction in Q1. For the full year, GDP collapsed 2.9%, more than 1%
point below the 2008 crisis, taking us back to “negative growth levels last
seen in the Asian Financial Crisis of 1998. The biggest single drag on
growth was the 16.6% slide in exports, the worst since 1963. Exports
account for 40% of total GDP. The only sector reporting positive news is
consumer spending, or private consumption, which increased 1.4%. Gov’t
assistance helped boost spending at restaurants, leisure activities and
retail. You may recall that the US and S. Korea each reported their first
case on January 20th, both having recently returned from Wuhan.
Domestically, Covid-19 has had a far less detrimental impact, with slightly
fewer than 14,000 cases, and 300 deaths, hence the bump in spending.
With a population of around 51.6 Mln, about 15% of the population in the
US. Adjusted for population, S. Korea’s cases would be less than
100,000 and deaths fewer than 2,000.
The UK & EU continued to flail away at one another, with Brexit
negotiations degenerating into mutual accusations of the other side
simply failing to compromise with us in order to reach a deal. Both sides
agree that the main stumbling block—the so-called level playing field—
remains firmly in place. Without a game plan, or even tacit agreement,
companies in the UK and on the continent fear massive disruptions to
supply chains, as well as distribution points at the new trade border
starting January 1st, 2021. EU Trade negotiator Michel Barnier says the
UK’s refusal to commit to open and fair competition, and a mutually
beneficial agreement on fisheries, makes any deal unlikely. His British
counterpart, David Frost (not THAT David Frost for you oldies out there
but wouldn’t that be cool) is slightly less pessimistic, noting that
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considerable gaps between the two sides remain, but that agreement can
still be reached by September. We are now 4-years+ into Brexit, June
2016, and still have no more to show for it other than that initial
referendum result.
In keeping with the gloomy tone started above…Weekly US Jobless
claims rose sharply in the latest reporting week, rising more than 100k to
1.416 Mln (mkt -7k to 1.30 Mln). This was the first increase since March
28th, when claims exploded to 6.87 Mln. We did see better news in the
other two reports today. The 4-week average for Claims dropped from
1.376 Mln to 1.360 Mln, so that is still going in the right direction. And
Continuing Claims eased from 17.30 Mln to 16.19 Mln, a very nice
improvement. This survey period also covers the same timeframe for the
upcoming Payrolls and Unemployment reports, due out August 7th, so we
can expect a bit of a give back there, as well.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is little changed overnight with the DXY dollar index trading at
94.98.  The dollar continues to trade heavy as risk sentiment remains
positive.  Senate majority leader McConnell is expected to bring his fiscal
package to the Senate floor.  There are lots of rumors and speculation
about what it entails.  The goal is to get something done by the end of the
month when current benefits expire, however that seems optimistic given
the gap between the two parties.  The Japanese yen is little changed while
the Australian dollar is lower by 0.5% to 0.7152 after several days of
strong gains.  Overnight, Australia updated its economic and fiscal
forecasts to reflect a growing budget deficit amid a slow recovery.  The
forecast for 2019-2020 is for a budget deficit of 4.3% which is expected to
rise to 9.7% of GDP in fiscal year 2020-2021.  Emerging markets which
also rallied sharply the last couple of days is seeing some profit taking. 
The Mexican peso is off by 0.3% to 22.4500, the Brazilian real is off by
0.9% to 5.1650 and the S. African rand is off by 0.7%to 16.5850.  Oil
prices are off by 39 cents to trade at $41.52.  Tropical storm Gonzalo is
poised to become a hurricane and Bristow Group has already evacuated
staff from some of their oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of Mexico.  The
demand for oil should continue to struggle in the near term as continued
geopolitical tensions put global trade at risk and as the corona virus
spread seems to have stopped some of the re-openings.  Southwest noted
that air travel demand will remain depressed until vaccine or therapeutics
are available to combat the infection and spread of COVID19.  With
respect to COVID19, new case growth may be peaking, and hopefully
sustained declines will follow.  As a recap when the first case was
discovered on January 21st it took 98 days to reach 1 Mln, it took another
43 days to reach 2 million and then 27 days to reach 3 million.  It has only
taken 16 days to reach 4 million. 

The pound is trading lower this morning; down 0.44% to 1.2675.  Talks
between the UK and EU regarding Brexit have ended with neither side
willing to make any compromises, with just weeks left to achieve a deal. 
The EU’s chief negotiator said that there are big differences between the
two sides and that the UK hasn’t shown any willingness to break the
deadlock.  David Frost, the UK’s negotiator, said the two sides won’t
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reach an outline agreement this month.  The main sticking points seem to
be rights to fish in British waters, a level playing field to ensure fair
competition between businesses and how to resolve disputes.  Should
the two sides fail to reach an agreement then tariffs and quotas will be re-
imposed when the UK leaves the EU at the end of the year.  They can’t
even seem to agree on when the deadline is.  The UK has been pressing
for a deal by the end of the summer while the EU see’s the deadline as
the EU summit in October.  Any deal that is struck will then go to all EU
gov’ts for ratification.  PM Johnson has always threatened to leave the
EU without a deal and his leverage over the EU is that the EU exports
much more to the UK than the UK exports to the EU.  In addition, it looks
like London will remain a European financial center.  The Bank of
England has been buying a lot of bonds and will continue to do so and
has talked about rates going negative.  The B of E may be prodded to do
just that in the event of a hard Brexit.  The B of E also wouldn’t mind
seeing the pound fall to support UK exports.  At the onset of the
pandemic the pound hit a low of 1.1485.
The offshore Chinese yuan is trading at 7.0150.  Tensions between the
US and China ramped up earlier this week when the US ordered the
closure of the Chinese consulate in Houston by Friday 4pm.  Tensions
between the two are likely to get worse.  One area of conflict could be a
resurfacing of the currency manipulation threat.  China’s Commerce
Minister seemed to be spinning when he urged the US to stop the so-
called anti subsidy investigation over yuan undervaluation.  He said that
China has adopted a market based managed floating currency
mechanism with reference to a basket of currencies.  The goal is to keep
the yuan stable and not undervalued.  Media reports suggest that the
PBOC may hold off on further stimulus for now, due to already high
corporate indebtedness.  Chinese policy makers meanwhile want to avoid
a property bubble and possibly keep some flexibility should US China
tension escalate further.  Although China seems to have the pandemic
under control, if you take them at their word, consumer confidence
remains under pressure especially in the entertainment sector.  On
Monday movie theaters were allowed to open for the first time in 170
days with 150K people enjoying a movie.  On average; 4.7 Mln Chinese
see a movie so far from normal.  Chinese car sales rose 8% y/y in July,
car sales data have been lukewarm.  China is also suffering from record
flooding with more rain expected.  Officials have even expressed concern
about the viability of the Three Gorges dam. 

GLOBAL MARKETS

There are a couple of factors leading to a very risk-off feeling in markets
today. Markets seemed to initially shrug off the US’ demand to close the
Chinese Consulate in Houston, but that has since come back to the fore,
and may result in further sell-off today. Rising Covid-19 caseloads in the
US, contrast poorly with generally better news in developed nations, like
continental Europe, S. Korea and even China. The US, on the other
hand, is leading its peer group of Brazil, India, and Russia. 4 states have
more reported cases than all except countries, with California now
overtaking New York, while Florida and Texas are closing fast.
US Treasury yields bounced off session & 2-week lows yesterday after
what can best be described as an underwhelming reception of the latest
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$17 Bln 20-year bond auction. However, even with this, the 20-year yield
is down 14-basis points since the 20-year was reinstituted May 21st.
Treasury yields are lower still today, while the yield curves are slightly
flatter, both in response to today’s generally risk off tone, and a growing
sense that not all is well in the economic world.
S. Korea’s 10-year is about the only other global Government instrument
keeping up with those in the US. Most others 10-year yields are down 1-
bp, flat or even up 1-bp on the session in a very fragmented bond market.
The other exception to this is Italy’s 10-year, with yields sliding 5-bp to a 4
½-month low 1.052%. the recently agreed EU relief package is widely
seen as a boon for Italy’s debt burdened economy, while the apparent
breakdown in Brexit talks, does not seem to impact Italian sentiment too
much.
Chinese share prices were mixed today, largely unaffected by the
Consulate news. Hong Kong shares rallied more than 0.8%, perhaps a
better long-term assessment of that news.
Japan was closed for a long weekend, with back-to-back holidays. Local
trading will resume Monday.
European stocks were 0.2% to 0.4% higher in late session trading, with
major indices settling near the mid-point of today’s trading range.
US markets also seemed to largely ignore the US-China consular war
games. We are trading either side of flat in the major indices early in the
session. Perhaps we will end on the more positive end of the risk-off, risk-
on curve today.
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